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What is to prevent me from being baptized?  – Acts 8:37 

 
Interviewing three-time Pulitzer Prize winning poet Carl Sandburg, Edward R. Murrow asked: 
“What is the ugliest word in the English language?” Discerning among all the possibilities, the 
poet narrowed his choice to one. The ugliest word in the English language, he said, is “Exclusive.”i 
 
“Well, I’m not so sure about that!” counters Methodist Bishop and Duke Professor Kenneth 
Carder. “Many find the word and its implication quite attractive. After all, we seem to prefer 
 

• to live in exclusive neighborhoods, 

• drive exclusive cars, eat at exclusive restaurants, 

• vacation at exclusive resorts, 

• attend exclusive universities, 

• occupy exclusive leadership positions, 

• shop at exclusive stores, 

• be inducted into exclusive organizations, 

• be part of an exclusive religion, 

• worship an exclusive God, 

• belong to an exclusive church. 
 

I suspect that the ugliness or beauty of the word depends on whether we are 
among the included or the excluded. 
 

Carder continues: 
 

The included have power, privilege, prominence, prestige. They determine who is 
in and who is out. But if you’ve ever been among those who are excluded, you 
know how ugly the word is! Being excluded stings, embarrasses, devalues, 
demeans, rejects, isolates, marginalizes, coerces, bullies. It hurts to be excluded! 
 

Concludes Carder:  
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Jesus must have considered “exclusive” to be an ugly word and an evil practice. At 
least, he redefined who’s in and who’s out. He turned the tables on the excluded 
and the included. The excluded became the included... Those who considered 
themselves the exclusive found themselves on the outside… In God’s upside-down 
kingdom…[t]hose we exclude from our circles of compassion, justice, and 
hospitality are the very ones at the center of God’s circle of hospitality. ii 

 
I concur.  Jesus’ words and deeds are crystal clear on the matter…which is why, in the United 
Church of Christ, “no matter who you are, or where you are on life’s journey, you are welcomed 
here” is much more than an opening line in worship…and why this congregation, twelve years 
ago, resolving to be open and affirming of the LGBT+ and other excluded communities was 
foundational to its becoming the beloved community God wills. 
 
Yet, how long it is taking for the church universal to recognize the ugliness of its exclusionary 
practices! How difficult it remains for those excluded to trust that any congregation can change 
its exclusionary ways! The biblical book of Acts chronicles the first century church’s struggle to 
reject its own inherent exclusivity and fully embrace the radical inclusivity of God’s love. 
 
According to Luke, the original disciples, despite the threat of persecution, primarily stay in 
Jerusalem and Judea, understanding Christianity to be a movement within Judaism. Others, 
however, begin spreading Jesus’ teachings outside those borders, among them Philip – not the 
apostle but one of the initial seven deacons, a Hellenist, a Greek-speaking Jew, a member of a 
discriminated-against class – who undertakes a mission to the Samaritans – an even more 
excluded group, hated offspring of Jewish-Assyrian intermarriage.  
  
An angel tells Philip to take the desolate road toward Gaza, where he encounters a chariot 
occupied by someone reading aloud from a scroll. Surprising. Not reading aloud, but possessing 
a scroll. Scrolls were costly, requiring weeks, months, years of tedious precision copying by 
professional scribes. Groups might muster the resources to purchase a scroll; but for an individual 
to have one could only mean that person is extraordinarily rich. Moreover, that he is reading 
from a scroll written in a foreign language means he also is highly educated. Turns out he is a top 
governmental official, the Director of the Treasury in the court of Queen Candace of Ethiopia. 
 
Furthermore, the scroll he is reading is surprising. The Isaiah scroll is an extensive collection of 
prophecies from a school of Hebrew prophets stretching over two centuries. In particular, he is 
reading one of four passages in the scroll called the Suffering Servant Songs. 
 

[W]e accounted him stricken, struck down by God and afflicted… 
 
Like a sheep he was led to the slaughter… 

  In his humiliation justice was taken away from him. 
 

 They made his grave with the wicked… 
although he had done no violence and there was no deceit in his mouth...iii 
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The chariot’s passenger is puzzled. Who is this person who did nothing wrong, in whom there 
was no guile, but who, nevertheless, was humiliated publicly, denied any measure of justice, 
considered by the religious community damned by God?  
 
Was this traveler also feeling empathy toward – perhaps identifying with -- this one who had 
suffered without cause, been rejected without justification, excluded without reason? 
 
Had the rider been drawn to this passage because he himself had journeyed all that way from 
Ethiopia to Jerusalem to worship God, been interested enough in the faith to purchase his own 
scroll and study it, only to be barred from the Temple?   
 
Yes, he would have been turned away. As a Gentile, he would have been prohibited from all but 
the Temple’s outer court…and even the gate to that outer court would have been slammed in his 
face because of his sexual status. Five times in sixteen verses Luke tells us he is a eunuch…insisting 
we remember, before considering what happens next, that scripture states eunuchs are cut off 
from the assembly of God’s people.iv  
 
Philip nears the chariot and asks if he understands what he is reading – the equivalent of a street 
preacher approaching Secretary of the Treasury Janet Yellen’s motorcade, expecting to be invited 
into the limo for a conversation.  
 
“How can I understand if no one guides me?” he replies. "About whom, may I ask you, does the 
prophet say this?" 
 
Philip tells him: Jesus. 
 
That, my friends, is a brand-new interpretation of the Isaiah passage. Indeed, the Newer 
Testament is filled with never-before-considered or previously conceived understandings of the 
Older Testament. How could it be otherwise when Jesus himself frequently reinterpreted or 
rejected parts of the Hebrew scriptures, claiming a greater authority than the sacred text itself. 
“You have heard it said…,” he would begin teaching, “but I say to you…”  
 
Jesus’ progressive reading of scripture certainly got him in trouble with the religious 
conservatives of his day. But it also served to free the early church from the bonds of Pharisaic 
dogmatic literalism, over time, until it discovered the truth John Robinson told the Pilgrims 
centuries later: “the Lord hath more truth and light yet to break forth from His holy word.” Or as 
the UCC  re-words it: “God is still speaking.” 
 
Seeing a nearby body of water, the one excluded from the assembly of God’s people asks Philip: 
“What is to prevent me from being baptized?"  
 
What didn’t? Everything prevented him from being baptized! His sexuality. His being a Gentile. 
Jewish law. The apostles in Jerusalem. Philip’s lack of authority. Amazing, given what this 
suffering servant had experienced, that he had not given up on religion completely.  
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Yet he turns to Philip and asks, in effect, if Isaiah is interpreted, not through those old exclusive 
laws, but through the inclusivity of Jesus’ love, what is to prevent him from being baptized? What 
is to hinder him from receiving God’s blessing? What is to keep him from joining the Christian 
movement? It is the equivalent of the LGBT+ community asking: what is to prevent us from 
getting married with the blessing of the church? What is to prevent us from being ordained? 
What is to prevent us from being affirmed as children of God, too?  
 
Philip had to make a decision. What would you do? It does not say so, but I suspect Philip thought 
to himself: what would Jesus do? Moved by the Spirit, writes Luke, Philip throws out that verse 
in Deuteronomy and baptizes him on the spot.  
 
Fifty years ago, in 1972, William R. Johnson became the first openly gay person to be ordained in 
the United Church of Christ. Ten years later, Anne Holmes became the first openly lesbian person 
ordained in the UCC. In 1985, General Synod urged all UCC congregations to “Declare Themselves 
Open and Affirming.” Twelve years ago, Glenview Community Church did.  
 
It was the right thing to do in 2010. Recommitting to the cause of the Open and Affirming 
movement is the right thing to do now, as reactionary pressures build around matters of human 
sexuality, threatening every justice gain in church and society.  
 
So, let us celebrate today; but let not this anniversary dissolve into self-congratulatory 
complacency, not while transgender persons increasingly are finding themselves under attack. 
The call to advocacy and witness, to education and understanding, to inclusion not exclusion 
beckons still.  
 
Let us strive to embody the compassion, justice, and hospitality of Jesus’ love, until all God’s 
children experience the same joy as the one Philip baptized emerging from the waters as a full 
member of the Christian movement – a joy no doubt delightfully confirmed as he made his way 
back to Ethiopia, continuing to read from the Isaiah scroll, and discovering three chapters later 
this far too often overlooked promise from God:  
 

To the eunuchs…I will give, in my house and within my walls, 
a monument and a name better than sons and daughters… 

And the foreigners…I will bring to my holy mountain, 
and make them joyful in my house of prayer…v 
 
 

 

 
i Lucas, Randy. The Lenten Journey blogsite. July 28. 2013.  
ii Carder, Kenneth. Shifting Margins blogsite, March 8, 2019.  
iii Fourth Suffering Servant Song, Isaiah 52:13-53:12 
iv Deuteronomy 23:1 
v Isaiah 56:4-7 


